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Game Architecture and Design Andrew Rollings 2004 A guide to computer game design, architecture, and management explores the application of design principles,
shares the experiences of game programmers, and offers an overview of game development software.
The Chief Monica McCarty 2010-03-23 AN ELITE FIGHTING FORCE UNLIKE THE WORLD HAS EVER SEEN . . . Scouring the darkest corners of the Highlands and
Western Isles, Robert the Bruce handpicks ten warriors to help him in his quest to free Scotland from English rule. They are the best of the best, chosen for their
superior skills in each discipline of warfare. And to lead his secret Highland Guard, Bruce chooses the greatest warrior of all. The ultimate Highland warlord and a
swordsman without equal, Tor MacLeod has no intention of being drawn into Scotland’s war against the English. Dedicated to his clan, the fiercely independent chief
answers to no one—especially not to his alluring new bride, bartered to him in a bid to secure his command of the deadliest fighting force the world has ever seen. The
treacherous chit who made her way to Tor’s bed may have won his hand, but she will never claim his heart. Although her husband’s reputation is as fierce as his
manner, Christina Fraser believes that something softer hides beneath his brutal shell. But the only warmth she feels is in their bed, in glorious moments of white-hot
desire that disappear with the dawn. When Christina’s reckless bid to win her husband’s love goes awry and thrusts them into danger on the eve of war, Tor will face his
ultimate battle: to save his wife and to open his heart—before it’s too late.
Highland Crown May McGoldrick 2019-04-30 Scottish pride, persuasion, and passion—this is Highland romance at its breathtaking best. Inverness, 1820 Perched on
the North Sea, this port town—by turns legendary and mythological—is a place where Highland rebels and English authorities clash in a mortal struggle for survival and
dominance. Among the fray is a lovely young widow who possesses rare and special gifts. WANTED: Isabella Drummond A true beauty and trained physician, Isabella
has inspired longing and mystery—and fury—in a great many men. Hunted by both the British government and Scottish rebels, she came to the Highlands in search of
survival. But a dying ship’s captain will steer her fate into even stormier waters. . .and her heart into flames. FOUND: Cinaed Mackintosh Cast from his home as a child,
Cinaed is a fierce soul whose allegiance is only to himself. . . until Isabella saved his life—and added more risk to her own. Now, the only way Cinaed can keep her safe
is to seek refuge at Dalmigavie Castle, the Mackintosh family seat. But when the scandalous truth of his past comes out, any chance of Cinaed having a bright future
with Isabella is thrown into complete darkness. What will these two ill-fated lovers have to sacrifice to be together...for eternity?
Gregor the Overlander Suzanne Collins 2014-03-06 When eleven-year-old Gregor falls through a grate in the laundry room of his apartment building, he hurtles into the
dark Underland, where spiders, rats and giant cockroaches coexist uneasily with humans. This world is on the brink of war, and Gregor's arrival is no accident. Gregor
has a vital role to play in the Underland's uncertain future.
Entangled with You Diana Knightley 2019 Another installment in the continuing love story between Scottish Highlander Magnus Campbell and Kaitlyn Campbell, one
that stretches across time from 1700s Scottish Highlands to 21st-century Los Angeles.
Beautiful Trouble Andrew Boyd 2013-05-01 Banksy, the Yes Men, Gandhi, Starhawk: the accumulated wisdom of decades of creative protest is now in the hands of the
next generation of change-makers, thanks to Beautiful Trouble. Sophisticated enough for veteran activists, accessible enough for newbies, this compact pocket edition
of the bestselling Beautiful Trouble is a book that’s both handy and inexpensive. Showcasing the synergies between artistic imagination and shrewd political strategy,

this generously illustrated volume can easily be slipped into your pocket as you head out to the streets. This is for everyone who longs for a more beautiful, more just,
more livable world – and wants to know how to get there. Includes a new introduction by the editors. Contributors include: Celia Alario • Andy Bichlbaum • Nadine Bloch
• L. M. Bogad • Mike Bonnano • Andrew Boyd • Kevin Buckland • Doyle Canning • Samantha Corbin • Stephen Duncombe • Simon Enoch • Janice Fine • Lisa Fithian •
Arun Gupta • Sarah Jaffe • John Jordan • Stephen Lerner • Zack Malitz • Nancy L. Mancias • Dave Oswald Mitchell • Tracey Mitchell • Mark Read • Patrick
Reinsborough • Joshua Kahn Russell • Nathan Schneider • John Sellers • Matthew Skomarovsky • Jonathan Matthew Smucker • Starhawk • Eric Stoner • Harsha Walia
Highlander's Love Mariah Stone 2020-12-15 She's on the run. He's digging in. When their destinies collide in medieval Scotland, will they forge a love for the ages?
Afghanistan, 2020. US Army officer Amber Ryan never imagined her honor would come under fire. Framed for murdering her ex-boyfriend, she flees to Scotland and
hides out in the ruins of Inverlochy Castle. But when a Highland faerie transports her back in time, she's catapulted into a fierce skirmish fighting alongside a handsome
warrior. The Scottish Highlands, 1308. Rebellious rake Owen Cambel refuses to serve the clan on any terms but his own. Shocked when he witnesses a gorgeous darkskinned woman valiantly battling men in the castle, he risks life and limb to save her, only to lead them both into English captivity. And as they plot their escape, he loses
his heart to the exotic beauty. Though Amber is careful not to give too much away, she can't help falling for the rugged Scot. But if Owen tries to protect the lovely lass,
one misstep could doom the future of his clan and change the course of history. Can the unlikely couple conquer their foes and secure a happily-ever-after?
Highlander's Love is the fourth book in the enthralling Called by a Highlander time travel romance series. If you like sweeping historical novels, interracial passion, and
courageous heroes, then you'll adore Mariah Stone's steamy tale. Buy Highlander's Love to return to the arms of desire today!
First Time with a Highlander Gwyn Cready 2015-10-06 "Cready plays to her strengths in this dashing, breathtaking, and extremely sexy time-travel romp."—Publishers
Weekly, STARRED Review Serabeth's scoundrel of a fiancé is dead, and her only solution is to present her indignant and handsome 21st century captive as a pretend
husband...if she can keep her mind on the business at hand. What do you get when you imbibe centuries-old whiskey—besides a hangover the size of the Highlands? If
you're twenty-first century ad exec Gerard Innes, you get swept back to 18th-century Edinburgh and into the bed of a gorgeous, fiery redhead. Gerard has only a foggy
idea what he and the lady have been up to...but what he does remember draws him into the most dangerous and exhilarating campaign of his life. Serafina Seonag
Fallon's rascal of a fiancé has left her with nothing, and she's determined to turn the tables. If she can come up with a ringer, she can claim the cargo he stole from her.
But the dashing man she summons from the future demands more than a night, and Serafina finds it easier to command the seas under her feet than the crashing
waves he unleashes in her heart. Sirens of the Scottish Borderlands Series: Just in Time for a Highlander (Book 1) First Time with a Highlander (Book 2) Every Time
with a Highlander (Book 3) "Cready displays her wonderfully inventive, intelligent, witty style in another charmer as a 21st century businessman is sent back in time.
Blending modern-day lingo with a Scot's burr and a take-charge heroine with an alpha male is guaranteed to set off the kind of sexy fireworks Cready's fans expect."
—RT Book Reviews
Highlander Warrior Rebecca Preston 2018-06-19 Flung back in time by a terrible car accident, Cora must find her destiny in the wild Scottish Highlands -- and escape
the murderous plot that ended the life of her ancestor before it's too late.Cora Wilcox has been trapped in a maelstrom of depression since the disappearance of her
dear friend Audrina. As a midwife, Cora has seen her fair share of joy and heartbreak, and after a particularly tragic evening, Cora is injured in a horrific car accident.
Instead of waking in the hospital, she instead finds herself in a green field in the medieval Scottish highlands. The Lady of the castle is in her childbed, but something
isn't right, and the midwife is nowhere to be found. Riding hard to find help for his Laird, Ian MacClaran is literally thrown into the lap of a young woman in strange
clothing who happens to be exactly the help he is looking for.Coming to terms with spending the rest of her life in this new reality was one thing, but it's the way Ian
MacClaran's hazel eyes won't leave her that is sparking something inside her that she never thought possible. However, Cora's identity in this world has the potential to
bring ruin upon the Clan, especially if a familiar enemy discovers that she has returned.Highlander Warrior is the second book in the Highlander of Time series, perfect
for fans of brooding heroes, intrepid heroines, and page-turning time-travel romance. Grab your copy today, and enter the exciting world of Highlander of Time!
Wicked Deeds on a Winter's Night Kresley Cole 2015-09-29 With this follow-up to the acclaimed and bestselling "No Rest for the Wicked," Cole continues her seductive
paranormal series featuring a brutal Highland werewolf and an exquisite young witch--adversaries with a blood vendetta between them who so give in to forbidden
temptation. Original.
A Murderous Relation Deanna Raybourn 2021-02-02 A royal scandal's connection to a brutal serial killer threatens London in this new Veronica Speedwell adventure
from New York Times bestselling and Edgar(R) Award-nominated author Deanna Raybourn. Autumn 1888. Veronica Speedwell and her colleague Stoker are asked by
Lady Wellingtonia Beauclerk to stop a potential scandal so explosive it threatens to rock the monarchy. Prince Albert Victor is a regular visitor to the most exclusive
private club in London, and the proprietress, Madame Aurore, has received an expensive gift that can be traced back to the prince. Lady Wellie would like Veronica and

Stoker to retrieve it from the club before scandal can break. Worse yet, London is being terrorized by what would become the most notorious and elusive serial killer in
history, Jack the Ripper--and Lady Wellie suspects the prince may be responsible. Veronica and Stoker reluctantly agree to go undercover at Madame Aurore?s highclass brothel, where a body soon turns up. Secrets are swirling around Veronica and the royal family--and it is up to Veronica and Stoker to find the truth, before it is too
late for all of them.
To Win a Highland Scot Tamara Gill 2021-02-28 Fate brought them together-or was it something else entirely?The Fae took everything Scottish warrior Boyd Macleod
had. Cursed and alone, he existed for a hundred years but never truly lived. Not until she arrived. The Sassenach is quick-witted, outspoken, and entirely too beautiful
for his peace of mind. She stirs in him a hunger he hasn't felt in?he can't even remember how long. Now, that hunger won't be quenched by anything short of possessing
her-mind, body, and soul-forever.Maya Harris has no idea what kind of strange magic threw her into the past. All she knows for sure is that she doesn't belong here. She
can't afford to let herself get too attached to Boyd. The powerful, sensual Highlander is not for her. But the longer she spends with him, the harder it becomes to
remember why she shouldn't give in to his heated seduction?A river of time flows between them. Will love be enough to bridge it? Or will Boyd and Maya remain starcrossed forever?
Forged in Dreams and Magick Kat Bastion 2013-09-20 Kat Bastion's award-winning debut in the Highland Legends Series:Isobel MacInnes wakes up in present-day
California, lunches in medieval Scotland, and by ten days' end, falls in love with a man and his country, only to lose them in a heart-wrenching twist of fate . . .Found in
the arms of her second soul mate . . .Forced to balance the delicate strands of time between two millennia . . .Shocked by revelations rewriting the very foundations of
history . . . of everything.Isobel, a rising-star archaeology student, is dropped into two ancient worlds without warning . . . or her permission. Her fiery spirit resists the
dependency thrust upon her. Amid frustration at her lack of control, she helplessly falls in love. Twice.She struggles to adjust to the unimaginable demands of two
leaders of men-a laird in the thirteenth-century Highlands and a Pict chieftain in a more ancient Scotland. Isobel transforms from an academic, hell-bent on obtaining
archaeological recognition, to a woman striving to care for those she loves, and ultimately . . . into a fearless warrior risking everything to protect them.
Burned Karen Marie Moning 2015-01-20 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “Mac is back and badder than ever!”—J. R. Ward MacKayla Lane and Jericho Barrons
return in the blockbuster Fever series from Karen Marie Moning. It’s easy to walk away from lies. Power is another thing. MacKayla Lane would do anything to save the
home she loves. A gifted sidhe-seer, she’s already fought and defeated the deadly Sinsar Dubh—an ancient book of terrible evil—yet its hold on her has never been
stronger. When the wall that protected humans from the seductive, insatiable Fae was destroyed on Halloween, long-imprisoned immortals ravaged the planet. Now
Dublin is a war zone with factions battling for control. As the city heats up and the ice left by the Hoar Frost King melts, tempers flare, passions run red-hot, and
dangerous lines get crossed. Seelie and Unseelie vie for power against nine ancient immortals who have governed Dublin for millennia; a rival band of sidhe-seers
invades the city, determined to claim it for their own; Mac’s former protégé and best friend, Dani “Mega” O’Malley, is now her fierce enemy; and even more urgent,
Highland druid Christian MacKeltar has been captured by the Crimson Hag and is being driven deeper into Unseelie madness with each passing day. The only one Mac
can depend on is the powerful, dangerous immortal Jericho Barrons, but even their fiery bond is tested by betrayal. It’s a world where staying alive is a constant
struggle, the line between good and evil is blurred, and every alliance comes at a price. In an epic battle against dark forces, Mac must decide who she can trust, and
what her survival is ultimately worth. Look for all of Karen Marie Moning’s sensational Fever novels: DARKFEVER | BLOODFEVER | FAEFEVER | DREAMFEVER |
SHADOWFEVER | ICED | BURNED | FEVERBORN | FEVERSONG Praise for Burned “Karen Marie Moning is back, delivering the kind of spellbinding, addictive,
twisted tale we love to devour. Magic and madness, intrigue and illusion, passion and power, sexual tension and more sexual tension. . . . Burned is a book that
shouldn't be missed. Thrilling, suspenseful, sexy—it has all the right stuff to delight the most ardent of Fever fans.”—USA Today “Dark, delicious suspense! Karen Marie
Moning is my author of choice and Fever is my series of choice for action-packed suspense with a spine-tingling paranormal twist.”—#1 New York Times bestselling
author Lisa Gardner “A masterwork by an incomparable writer. Burned is brilliant, sexy, and dangerous. I adore Moning! No one does it better.”—#1 New York Times
bestselling author Sylvia Day “Prepare for a heart-stopping trip into the epic Fever world, filled with gasp-out-loud surprises and sweltering sensuality.”—#1 New York
Times bestselling author Kresley Cole “Burned gets the highest rating from me. I wanted to run through town shouting ‘Mac is back! Mac is back!’ Grab some snacks,
something to drink, and settle down for a cover-to-cover read that will likely keep you up all night.”—New York Times bestselling author Linda Howard “One of the most
anticipated books in romance . . . Burned is told through several viewpoints, but the dominating view is Mac’s, and it’s wonderful to have her back, as well as get to
spend time with the two Alphas in her life.”—Heroes and Heartbreakers “Deeply complex, heady and action-packed.”—RT Book Reviews
Mr. Standfast John Buchan 1919
Highlander At Heart Y M. ZACHERY 2019-04-16 When past and present unite, hearts collide!!!!Ceana has spent her life dreaming of becoming an archaeologists and

unlocking the mysteries of the past. However, her own past is a mystery that eludes her until the very man, who has been haunting her dreams, walks through the doors
of her family's business and sends her comfortable life into a downwards spiral. She is about to learn that she herself is linked to the past that she has been studying, in
more ways than she could ever imagine. Kessan, a fearsome highlander is torn between protecting his family from destruction and death at the hands of an evil magic,
and going through time to find the one person who may be able to defeat the evil that is raging through the highlands. Travel through time and space with Ceana and
Kessan, as they battle family secrets, forces of evil and love. Lives are lost, bonds are formed and secrets uncovered, as Ceana and Kessan try defeat an evil so dark
that it threatens to consume everything.
The Fearless Highlander Amy Jarecki 2016-03-11 Heir to the most notorious clan in the Highlands, Hugh MacIain hides his identity while imprisoned in the bowels of
Fort William's hell. Aye, this braw warrior has endured horrors that should have seen him dead, though now it appears it's the bloody flux that will send him to Satan's
fire. Optimistic, competent, and captivating, Charlotte Hill takes pity on the fevered prisoner sprawled atop a cot in the fort's surgery. When finally the Highlander opens
his eyes, he seizes her heart with a pained stare. Truly, this is no commoner-but in 1692, a warrior loyal to the Jacobite cause and the daughter of a government colonel
may as well be worlds apart. After his escape, Hugh snatches his chance to woo the lass, until disaster strikes. While war and lust for vengeance force Charlotte further
from Hugh's arms, the couple's romance seems aimlessly adrift on the open sea. Before they sail too far apart, can the tender love of an English lady coax a determined
Highlander from his path of revenge?
Jane Eyre Charlotte Bronte 2021-09 The LitJoy Classics edition of Jane Eyre features a fully illustrated cover and interior end pages, five full-page illustrations, goldcolor ribbon, custom slip cover, gilded gold page edges, and artwork by Felix Abel Klaer.
Mythologies Roland Barthes 1972-01-01
Ulysses
The Prophecy Kim Sakwa 2019-07-16 Fierce and feared, 16th-century Highland laird Greylen MacGreggor has yet to meet his match-until Dr. Gwendolyn Reynolds falls
through time and into his arms. Get spellbound by this time travel romance.
The Lady of the Lake Sir Walter Scott 1892
The Stand Stephen King 2011 A monumentally devastating plague leaves only a few survivors who, while experiencing dreams of a battle between good and evil, move
toward an actual confrontation as they migrate to Boulder, Colorado.
Highlander's Captive Mariah Stone 2020-08-02 She's lost in the past. He's a powerful Scottish warrior. Can star-crossed love find a future between the ages? Searchand-rescue officer Amy MacDougall fears being trapped - both in small, dark places and in a relationship. But while chaperoning a high school trip to Scotland, she's
forced to confront her claustrophobia to save a student in a castle dungeon. And when a magical rock in the ruins catapults her through time to 1307 AD, she's alarmed
to come face-to-face with a handsome Scottish warrior. Highlander Craig Cambel refuses to trust anyone after the MacDougall clan kidnapped and assaulted his sister.
So when he discovers a beautiful woman in a secret tunnel in the stronghold he's infiltrating, he locks her up to prevent her from warning the enemy. But when she
proves helpful to his people despite being a MacDougall, he can't stop his icy mistrust melting into desire. As Amy searches for a way back home, she finds her phobia
of commitment fading and falls for the brave Scot. But when Craig learns the mysterious woman isn't who he thought she was, all his dark doubts reignite. Will the
distance of centuries shatter their hearts forever, or will they give in to destiny and build a happy future? Highlander's Captive is the enchanting first book in the Called
by a Highlander time travel romance series. If you like courageous warriors, quick-witted heroines, and lush historical details, then you'll adore Mariah Stone's
passionate story. Buy Highlander's Captive to find love long ago today!
Loving Her Highland Thief Maeve Greyson 2021-09-28 Stay? Lose all she's ever known. Go? Lose the love of a lifetime.As a struggling, 21st century farmer, Kenzie
MacMartin knows if she doesn't recover that registered ram that cost her a bundle, her dog won't be the only one howling in the Highlands. And to make matters worse,
when she chases that fool sheep through a cave, she discovers a troupe of trespassing re-enactors mucking up her land with some kind of clan skirmish complete with
realistic weapons, monstrous warhorses, and a restless herd of Highland cows. The only upside is their strikingly handsome leader-until he kidnaps her.Mathias
Stronach questions his sanity in laying claim to the strangely dressed woman and her vicious wee dog. Perhaps he should have let the MacPhersons take her prisoner.
Then, she would've distracted them instead of him. Such daring and fire in this feisty lass. He'd bet his best dagger; her passions burn just as fiercely. And that fine
round backside of hers nestled between his thighs as they ride. Makes a man think twice about choices he's made. Like promising to marry a woman he's never loved
so he can be the next chieftain of Clan Stronach.When Kenzie realizes she's barged into the thirteenth century, her priority is getting back to that cave and hoping if she
retraces her steps, she'll find her way back home. But vengeful clans, a medieval sociopath, and the mesmerizing warrior who draws her in like a bee to sweet clover

thwarts that priority at every turn. Her head knows better. Her heart refuses to listen.She misses her family, is worried about her farm, and would kill for coffee and a
toothbrush. But those aren't the worst things about traveling back several centuries. The worst thing is loving a man who, once she returns to her time, will have been
dead for over eight hundred years.
A Highlander's Homecoming Melissa Mayhue 2015-07-04 In the vein of Outlander, Melissa Mayhue's sixth novel follows a thirteenth-century Highlander who has
travelled through time to modern-day Scotland. When Robert MacQuarrie was swept forward in time to present-day Scotland, he left behind in the thirteenth century a
vow he could no longer keep—to protect his friend’s little daughter, Isabella. Haunted by guilt, he leaps at the chance to go back…except the fickle Faerie Magic returns
him to his family castle twenty years after he left it. In Scotland, 1292, Isabella MacGahan is now a grown woman. Rejected by her family for her Faerie blood and
uncanny powers, her safety depends on pretending that her magical abilities have made her mad. But appearances are deceiving for both Robbie and Isabella. Will the
magic of the Fae allow them to find a true homecoming in each other’s arms??
Lectures to My Students Charles H. Spurgeon 2010-05-18 One contemporary scholar and authority on Spurgeon says of this work: "Next to Mr. Spurgeon's great literary
work, The Treasury of David, we consider (these) Lectures to My Students his greatest single contribution to the Christian world. There is more practical wisdom,
common sense and sage advice packed within these pages than with any other book of similar size, or content." This complete and unabridged edition of Spurgeon's
great work will make it possible for today's generation to appreciate Spurgeon's combination of discerning wit and refreshingly practical advice. Included in the twentyeight chapters of this classic volume are lectures such as: - The Call to Ministry - The Preacher's Private Prayer - On the Choice of a Text - On the Voice - The Holy
Spirit in Connection with Our Ministry - The Blind Eye and the Deaf Ear - On Conversion as Our Aim - Illustrations in Preaching As were all of Spurgeon's messages to
his people, each of these lectures is Scripture-saturated and Christ-honoring. They move swiftly and are fascinating in their content and sage counsel.
Wishing for a Highlander Jessi Gage 2014-02-01 Single-and-pregnant museum worker Melanie voices an idle wish while examining a Scottish artifact, that a Highland
warrior would sweep her off her feet and help her forget her cheating ex. The last thing she expects is for her wish to be granted. Magically transported to the middle of a
clan skirmish in the sixteenth-century Highlands, she comes face to face with her kilted fantasy man. Tall, handsome, and heir to his uncle’s lairdship, Darcy Keith
should be the most eligible bachelor in Ackergill. Instead, thanks to a prank played on him in his teenage years, he is known for being too large under his kilt to ever
make a proper husband. “Big Darcy” runs his deceased father’s windmills and lives alone at his family manor, believing he will never marry. But a strangely dressed
woman he rescues from a clan skirmish makes him long for more. When the woman’s claims of coming to Ackergill by magic reach the laird’s ears, she is accused of
witchcraft. Darcy determines to protect her any way he can, even if it means binding her to him forever. Subjects include Highland Romance, Highlander Romance,
Scottish Romance, Historical Romance, Fantasy Romance, Time Travel Romance, Time-Travel Romance
Dreams, Waking Thoughts and Incidents William Beckford 1971
A Book of Golden Deeds Charlotte Mary Yonge 1866
One of Ours Willa Cather 2015-08-16 An American Farm Boy In Search Of Meaning “Life was so short that it meant nothing at all unless it were continually reinforced by
something that endured; unless the shadows of individual existence came and went against a background that held together.” - Willa Cather, One of Ours Claude tries to
escapes from his family firm grasp who want him pious and working at their family farm in Nebraska. He marries in his attempt to escape only to realize that his wife is
not interested at all in him. That’s when another opportunity arises: going overseas and fight for the American army in World War One. This Xist Classics edition has
been professionally formatted for e-readers with a linked table of contents. This eBook also contains a bonus book club leadership guide and discussion questions. We
hope you’ll share this book with your friends, neighbors and colleagues and can’t wait to hear what you have to say about it. Xist Publishing is a digital-first publisher.
Xist Publishing creates books for the touchscreen generation and is dedicated to helping everyone develop a lifetime love of reading, no matter what form it takes
Echo of Roses Paula Quinn 2021-05-18 Was she ready to explore the heart of a warrior? Welcome to book 1 in the exciting new series Echoes in Time from New York
Times Best Selling author Paula Quinn. After receiving a dragon brooch from a distant great aunt, twenty-first century historian Kestrel Lancaster finds herself in fifteenth
century England. Smack in the middle of a war. Like...in the middle of a blood and guts spewing, heads flying around her war. With six armored men riding toward her,
bloody swords raised high in the air, horrified looks on their faces, there isn't time to think. Only to scream. But like a dream, a dark knight rides into the fray and saves
her from them all. When she realizes where and when she is, she doesn't know whether to thank him for keeping her alive or curse him for it. Sir Nicholas de Marre has
seen many things in his years as military commander for the House of York, but he has never seen a woman appear right before his eyes-and in the middle of the
battlefield. Without thinking, he kills the Lancaster bastards closing in on her. Thankfully for her he is able to fight with her deafening screams behind him. He saves her
from certain death, not knowing if she is mad, or he is, and carries her to safety. That's his first mistake. The second is showing her mercy when he finds out she's a

Lancaster. But this odd woman who takes pictures with imaginary phones and teaches Cook to make cupcakes is easy to fall for, and before long, the heart of York's
champion is captured by a Lancaster. England's throne is about to change. The House of Tudor will reign, and the War of the Roses will finally be won with the intimacy
of a kiss, the tenderness in a touch, and love that will echo through time. Echoes in Time Echo of Roses Echoes of Abandon The Warrior's Echo
A River Runs Through It and Other Stories, Twenty-fifth Anniversary Edition Norman Maclean 2009-08-14 Just as Norman Maclean writes at the end of "A River Runs
through It" that he is "haunted by waters," so have readers been haunted by his novella. A retired English professor who began writing fiction at the age of 70, Maclean
produced what is now recognized as one of the classic American stories of the twentieth century. Originally published in 1976, A River Runs through It and Other Stories
now celebrates its twenty-fifth anniversary, marked by this new edition that includes a foreword by Annie Proulx. Maclean grew up in the western Rocky Mountains in the
first decades of the twentieth century. As a young man he worked many summers in logging camps and for the United States Forest Service. The two novellas and short
story in this collection are based on his own experiences—the experiences of a young man who found that life was only a step from art in its structures and beauty. The
beauty he found was in reality, and so he leaves a careful record of what it was like to work in the woods when it was still a world of horse and hand and foot, without
power saws, "cats," or four-wheel drives. Populated with drunks, loggers, card sharks, and whores, and set in the small towns and surrounding trout streams and
mountains of western Montana, the stories concern themselves with the complexities of fly fishing, logging, fighting forest fires, playing cribbage, and being a husband, a
son, and a father. By turns raunchy, poignant, caustic, and elegiac, these are superb tales which express, in Maclean's own words, "a little of the love I have for the
earth as it goes by." A first offering from a 70-year-old writer, the basis of a top-grossing movie, and the first original fiction published by the University of Chicago Press,
A River Runs through It and Other Stories has sold more than a million copies. As Proulx writes in her foreword to this new edition, "In 1990 Norman Maclean died in
body, but for hundreds of thousands of readers he will live as long as fish swim and books are made."
Rogue's Challenge Jo Barrett 2008-04-11 He made a vow to fetch the woman back through time. 'Twas a task not taken lightly. But he had not predicted her
stubbornness or her beauty. The petite woman with the tenacity of a mule may just find a way into his roguish heart.
Letters on Demonology and Witchcraft Walter Scott 1885
Highlander Found Rebecca Preston 2018-03-27 Thrown back in time to fulfill the promise of a dying woman, Audrina must find her destiny in the wild Scottish
Highlands -- and discover the man that fate chose for her hundreds of years ago.Audrina James was only trying to stop the old brooch from being stolen; she didn't
know that touching it would send her back in time to medieval Scotland! But the brooch belonged to Audrina's ancestor, a woman who died tragically on her wedding
night and swore to her last breath that she would be reunited with her true love -- and Audrina is her mirror image. It's been one year to the day since Colin MacLaren's
bride suffered and died at the whim of a bloody-handed English occupier. So how is she standing before him? No matter how adamant her protests that she doesn't
know him -- no matter how crazy her story about coming from the future -- Colin is sure this woman is his lost love. Now if only he can convince her of that.Together they
must navigate the vagaries of fate that brought them together, their own scorching physical attraction, and the ever-present danger from Colin's enemies... including a
certain murderous English nobleman who knows Audrina must be a witch. After all, didn't he kill her with his own two hands?Highlander Found is the first book in the
Highlander of Time series, perfect for fans of brooding heroes, intrepid heroines, and page-turning time-travel romance. Grab your copy today, and enter the exciting
world of Highlander of Time!
Highlander's Heart Mariah Stone 2020-10-15 She's a lost time traveler. He's a haunted Highland hero. Can their romance survive the test of centuries? Scotland, 2020.
Kate Anderson is desperate to keep her restaurant from falling into ruin. But while soliciting the help of a celebrity TV chef at a Scottish castle, she's injured and suffers
amnesia. Disoriented and lost, she touches a mysterious rock that hurls her back in time where she encounters a handsome warrior. Scotland, 1308. After years of
bloodshed as a gladiator, Dundail heir Ian Cambel swears he'll never kill again. Resettling in his father's estate craving a peaceful life, he takes in a charming woman
with no memory and offers her a position as a cook. But as the English army threatens his stronghold, he fears for her safety and tries to hide his growing desire for the
pretty lass. As Kate's memories slowly return, she's driven to return to her modern world, despite her feelings for her noble protector. But Ian knows helping her get back
home means waging war on the invaders, and when Kate sees the killer he really is, she'll leave him forever. Will the two wounded hearts find their destiny across the
ages? Highlander's Heart is the entrancing third book in Called by a Highlander time travel romance series. If you like medieval adventures, tormented heroes, and
Cinderella tropes, then you'll adore Mariah Stone's page-turning tale. Read Highlander's Heart to remember love's identity today!
Walls of Babylon Kathryn Le Veque 2015-09-01 1471 A.D. - Ten years after the Battle of Towton, Sir Kenton le Bec (THE LION OF THE NORTH) serves Warwick, "The
Kingmaker", as the man's attack dog. There is no fiercer knight in Warwick's arsenal than Kenton le Bec, a powerful and cunning fighter. Kenton has been tasked with
securing Babylon Castle, a fortress that secures a road between Lancashire and Yorkshire. It is a strategic castle and currently in the hands of Edward's forces. When

Kenton and his army move in, all of that changes. Yet things are not always clear-cut.... Lady Nicola Aubrey-Thorne is the widow of a great Edwardian supporter. When
Kenton conquers her home of Babylon Castle, she offers him nothing but resistance and hatred. Kenton sees a beautiful, spoiled woman who fights him on every turn,
yet the spark of attraction is there. It has been since the beginning. As Kenton comes to learn the darker secrets of Babylon, he comes to understand Lady Thorne and
her sorrows. And his attraction towards her grows beyond his control. Join Kenton and Nicola in a world of opposing loyalties yet united attraction. Their lives become
irrevocably intertwined even if their loyalties to the men who would be king differ. The passion they feel for one another, and the love, is something few people ever
experience. It is a complicated and complex situation, one where difficult decisions must be made if Kenton and Nicola are to remain together. When Kenton is captured
by enemy soldiers, Nicola must do all she can to save the man who she once considered her enemy. Will she be too late?
The Ghosts of Culloden Moor, Volume I L.L. Muir 2016-12-09 79 Highlanders arose from their graves the day after the Battle of Culloden Moor. Nearly 300 years later, a
young lass hopes to re-write history...Soncerae is a Muir Witch whose destiny is to save these Highland warriors who refuse to leave Culloden's hallowed, foreverbloody ground. She can win back their lives, but only for a time. And in that time, she hopes to prove that a heart's true desire can mean so much more than revenge.
A Slip in Time Kathleen Kirkwood 2012-07-03 A Highland Chieftain . . . A Victorian Lady . . . Drawn irresistibly through the portals of time . . .
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